BAND AND ORCHESTRA CAMP

Faculty Band Concert - 2021
Hemmle Recital Hall –6:30pm

Dr. Sarah McKoin, Director
Abigail Austin, Ensemble Manager

Children’s March
Percy Grainger

An American in Paris
George Gershwin

“Mambo” from West Side Story
Leonard Bernstein
Arr. Paul Lavendar
FLUTE
Jennifer Cooper, *Piccolo*
Sarahlinna Guerrero
Spencer Hartman*
Kaylee Smith

OBOE
David Evans
Marshall Mixon*

CLARINET
Lauren Allen
Eric Boatman
Kristin Boulet
Grace Hawkes, *Bass*
Kandace Kerr
Jordan Parks
Vicente Pedroza
Anna Roach*
Dain Vereen

BASSOON
Braden Fillingim*
AJ Perry, *Contrabassoon*

SAXOPHONE
Blaine Majors, *Soprano*
Logan Parker, *Tenor*
Claire Salli*
Parker Twilligear, *Bari*

TRUMPET
Sam Acosta*
Jessica Calvit
Tyler Castellanos
Shania Cordoba
Georgia Hageman

HORN
Neil Barrozo
Joshua Crawford
Tara Findley
Izzy Garcia
Brennan Ross
Michelle Shaheen
Jennifer Voges*
Cameron Wolfe

TROMBONE
Matt Belcher
Dominick Casedonte
James Decker*
Pat Perry
Jeff Ramey
Ro Sanchez

EUPHONIUM
Brigit Johnson*

TUBA
Andrew Fowler
Darion Jackson
Sean Riggen
Kevin Wass*

PERCUSSION
John Frederick
Ian Houston
Darshan Jhaveri
Brock Mellingor
Jon Ortiz
Patrick Rodenbaugh

PIANO
Jorge Ramos

*Principle